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Introduction 

Sailing to the Outer Hebrides was long held ambition for us. Cruising through the Small Isles and 

along the West Coast of Scotland in our previous Wayfarers we dreamt of one day sailing to the 

remoter islands that were distant outlines on the sparkling horizon. We were inspired by others who 

had crossed the notorious Minch and explored the sandy beaches and tidal channels of Barra, 

Benbecula and their neighbours. A seemingly good sailing day with the wind somewhere in the east 

often brought the suggestion ‘we could go now!’ but this was not a trip to be tackled spontaneously, 

it required significant planning and preparation. Our first serious attempt was made 3 years ago. 

Launching at Arisaig we made it to Canna and got stuck due to the persistent strong North Westerly 

winds, finally scuttling back to base in a brief lull. A paltry 2 days sailing in the whole trip, but a 

fascinating and enjoyable stay on Canna & Sanday. We were under no illusions as to how 

demanding sailing to the Outer Hebrides would be and this made the goal all the more tantalising.  

In 2009 with our beautiful woodie W7658 ‘Septimus Fry’ fully converted for cruising we were 

ready for another shot. We booked leave for the end of May and set about preparations. 

The starting point was to be Oban. This was favoured because of the many options for sailing in 

relatively sheltered waters depending on the weather. From Oban you do not leap straight out into  

open sea, instead there is a day or so to acclimatise and then see how the weather looks.   

During the winter we studied pilot books, charts, maps and logs of the Outer Hebrides and 

considered options for our “plan A” route. The first leg up the 

Sound of Mull to Tobermory was straight forward. After that a 

popular choice is to go straight out to Barra which is about 50 

miles of open sea. We are not great fans of such long open 

passages, assuming you get settled weather with a fair wind (a 

big if) it can still get pretty tedious, endless sea in all directions 

for hour after hour. Instead we preferred to sweep North 

through the Small Isles; Muck, Eigg, Rhum and Canna/Sanday. 

Canna is a well used jumping off point for a day hop across the 

Minch to South Uist. We knew that the chance of reaching the 

Outer Hebrides was slim, but it would be fantastic if we could 

make it. Not wishing to raise our expectations too far or to 

tempt fate we didn’t make any plans beyond just ‘getting 

there’, which we were to regret later. We had alternative ideas 

involving Mull, Loch Linnhe, The Small Isles etc if the 

weather was unfavourable, were determined to have a cruise 

whatever the weather and didn’t want to pin everything on 

getting the Outer Hebrides.  

There was a long list of jobs to do and kit to sort out for the trip 

with an early May shake down cruise in Pembrokeshire 

prompting a few additions. As departure day approached the 

“to do list” got shorter and finally everything came together 

over the last few days. 

 

Hebrides Map - Septimus' track in 

red 
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Oban to Tobermory 

Saturday 16th May 

We eventually escaped from work and hit the road on Friday evening heading north from 

Shropshire. With an overnight camp at Penrith we arrived at Puffin Dive Centre in Oban mid 

afternoon on Saturday. 

 

Overnight at Penrith (Troutbeck) 

Over the last few days we’d been monitoring the forecasts which weren’t very promising, with 

40mph gusts and heavy showers. The weather was wet & wild on the drive up but approaching 

Oban along Loch Linnhe things looked a bit more encouraging. The showers got lighter and 

sunshine more frequent. There was a gusting easterly breeze but it was nothing like 40mph. It was 

all looking promising so we decided to get the boat launched and make the short sail over to 

Kerrera Island and its new marina. After paying our launch fees we checked the forecast at the Dive 

Centre – 40mph gusts for tomorrow – ouch! 

There was a massive amount of gear to somehow get packed into the boat, but the back tank 

swallowed up huge amounts, a real luxury after cruising in a Wayfarer World. Food for a fortnight, 

spares, several pilot books and a heap of charts and the boat tent all fitted in with ease. Clothes, 

bedding and our small land tent disappeared through the front hatch. The remaining gear; 

waterproofs, anchor, spare clothing, bucket, water, radio/camera/GPS, first aid kit, boat tent frame, 

spare sails etc were stowed and secured in the cockpit. Eventually a heavily laden boat was gently 

eased down the slip, jib and double reefed main were set and we were off. 
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Leaving Puffin Dive Centre 

It is only about 5 miles across the sound to Kerrera but it was far enough to feel that we were finally 

on our way. There were a few light hearted gusts as we cleared the hillside but nothing of 

consequence and we had a relaxing sail over to the marina. Oban Marina, which is actually on 

Kerrera Island is pretty new, sheltered from the West but not from the East. Looking out across 

Oban harbour. There was a playful swell rolling in, nonetheless we found an inside berth behind a 

big yacht and it didn’t bother us at all. We got the tent up and dinner on and really felt that our 

cruise had begun. The marina was quiet as it was early season but a few people stopped for a chat 

on the pontoon. One guy was at the end of a 3 week cruise which had been hampered by very poor 

weather, his original plan was a distant memory, at least in this area there are loads of alternative 

options. We had a walk ashore to investigate the facilities which were excellent including a regular 

ferry service over to Oban. It would have been nice to explore the island further but we were keen 

to make progress onwards. 
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Oban Marina 

Sunday 17th May 

HW for Tobermory was 1221hrs (neaps), which meant a fair tide all morning along the Sound of 

Mull, starting to set against us after lunchtime. The forecast posted in the marina office looked good 

for the 30 mile passage to Tobermory; SE F4/5.  

We were away at 0900hrs short tacking out of the pontoons with jib and a single reef. Also on the 

move was the seaplane on its scheduled departure from Oban. As it taxied out of the harbour we 

debated the etiquette and rules of the road of plane versus boat, who had right of way? We did our 

best to keep to the side of the channel as generally staying in shallow water keeps you out of harms 

way, but then they probably drew less than us. Where was the runway? We relaxed as they headed 

well out into the Firth of Lorne, but then, just as we were clearing the harbour and settling into the 

sail, they turned 180◦, revved up and headed back towards us, we were on the ‘runway’.  We 

couldn’t get out of the way at any speed & assumed (hoped) that they could see us, they took off a 

few hundred metres away, rising into the air but still below mast height when they passed us (who 

has right of way then?). It was a great sight and logically they must take off and land amongst boats 

all the time, it was just a bit unnerving to be at such close quarters the first time we saw it. We 

subsequently saw it coming and going at Tobermory & were very blasé about it all. 
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Sea Plane 

The passage to Tobermory encapsulated what sailing in Scotland is all about. Plenty of sunshine a 

fair breeze and surrounded by spectacular mountain scenery. It was great to be on our way and we 

headed across the Firth of Lorne towards the Lighthouse at the South end of Lismore. The overfalls 

at Lady’s Rock were uneventful and soon we were passing Duart Castle close enough to see the 

visitors taking pictures of us sailing by.  The next stretch is kind of no mans land as clearing 

Lismore and Duart Point feels like entering the Sound of Mull, but the Sound proper doesn’t start 

until Rubha an Ridire on the Northern shore. Once we were in we had a great reach up past Loch 

Aline and took the opportunity to tidy up some last bits of stowage and refresh our memories on 

using the GPS. Various CalMac ferries were evident on the Sound, the communication links are 

fascinating in this area with many communities’ connections owing more to ferry routes than 

geography. By lunchtime we had identified Salen on the Mull shore and debated finding an 

anchorage for a break and some food. We hadn’t made any sandwiches to eat on the way because 

we were aiming to be in Tobermory by early afternoon and had forgotten that lunch is needed about 

mid-morning on a cruise. So we were a bit peckish, but decided to crack on munching on a couple 

of cereal bars from the snack box to keep us going. 
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Calve Island and the small boat entrance to Tobermory Harbour 

Approaching Tobermory we slid in through the small channel south of Calve Island. The water was 

incredibly clear and so it was easy to see the bottom and navigate our way through the shallows. 

The harbour opened up in front of us backed by the distinctive coloured houses along the Quay, a 

lovely sight. We beat up through the swinging moorings to investigate the visitors’ pontoons that 

had been installed since we were last there. Once tucked into a finger berth close to the shore we got 

the kettle on and enjoyed our rather belated lunch with views across the harbour to the mountains of 

Ardnamurchan beyond. As well as having the convenience of getting ashore it was sociable being 

on the pontoon rather than at anchor, the other yachts were a mixture of those at the start of their 

cruise excited and anticipating adventures ahead of them and those returning from their trips, salty 

and satisfied with stories to tell and experiences to share. We strolled round the harbour heading for 

the Mishnish Hotel for a pint and picked up some fresh bread and fruit on the way. We were only 

one day out and we had masses of food on board but on this type of cruise we knew to top up with 

fresh stuff whenever we saw it. The Mishnish Hotel was busy with locals and yachtsmen and served 

a good pint. We were pleased with our progress and excited about where we might get to. However 

when chatting to other sailors we were vague about our plans as there was still a lot of uncertainty, 

we needed everything to be on our side to make our planned trip. 
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Tobermory Harbour 

 

Tobermory to Canna  

Monday 18th May 

HW Tobermory 1346hrs 

Shipping Forecast; 

Gale Warning for Hebrides 

F4 variable going S SW later 

Inshore Waters Forecast; 

to Ardnamurchan SW 3-4, SE 5/6 later 

Ardnamurchan to Cape Wrath SW backing SE 3-4 increasing 5-7 for a time in North and West 

Getting this far had been pretty straight forward. The next challenge was to get round 

Ardnamurchan and up to the Small Isles, or not. The forecast was a little marginal. We had to round 

Ardnamurchan which is a very exposed headland before we had any options for shelter amongst the 

Small Isles of Muck, Eigg, and Rhum. While we were having breakfast a Contessa 26 came into the 

berth next to us, they reported winds between 4 and 18 knots coming South past Ardnamurchan 

early in the morning. The breeze in the harbour was light and so once the decision was made there 

was no time to lose if we wanted to take full advantage of the North going tide. 
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Tobermory visitors’ pontoons 

Shortly after 0800 we slipped our mooring lines and headed out of the harbour. It was cool but the 

sunshine cheered us along. With the forecast in mind we had set a tentative jib and single reefed 

main. The reef was shaken out as we cleared the harbour as the breeze was around F2 and from the 

NE. We seemed to be moving okay over the ground so we left the jib on. Slowly we left the Sound 

of Mull behind and the majesty of Ardnamurchan opened up before us. Ardnamurchan may be the 

mainland but it is more remote than many of the islands. 

The wind was gradually decreasing and soon it was time to change to the genoa. The breeze then 

died away completely and we were left being carried along by the tide – but at a good 2knots and in 

the right direction. This was a bit bizarre given that we had started the day with a gale warning in 

Hebrides. A short while later we could see a change in the pattern of the water ahead and in a few 

moments we go from flat calm to a brisk NE F4/5. We sprang into action, got a reef in and then the 

trickier change down from genoa to jib. Wind against tide has created a short steep chop to the sea, 

Septimus excels at this and we are making great progress. Our intended passage sailing to the East 

of Eigg is out of the question with this wind, our best course is due North which will take us up the 

West side of Rhum. We are not quite sure what those big mountains on Rhum will do to the wind, 

also there are no bolt hole options on this course, however we decide to give it a go. 
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Rhum  

As we close Rhum we pick up some shelter, the sea gradually eases off as does the breeze and we 

can afford to sail a little off the wind. Rhum is entirely mountainous, an imposing mass. It is the 

first time we have been along the West side, incredibly rugged and not even any beaches to speak 

of. The lower lying Canna starts to appear ahead of us but as it does the wind is starting to fade. The 

light breeze holds until we are about a mile off and then seems to give up with an air of finality for 

the day. We drop & tidy the sails and set about rowing the last stretch into Canna harbour. 
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Canna Harbour 

After such a mixed day of wind and no wind it is great to finally pull into the familiar shelter of 

Canna harbour and to share the company of the anchored yachts. We choose a spot a little closer to 

the shore than the other boats, nicely sheltered from any wind from the South. Anchor aweigh. 

This is our 3
rd

 visit to Canna. Starting a cruise on familiar waters is reassuring and a much easier 

way of doing things. Of course there was still the anxiety of rounding Ardnamurchan and what the 

weather may hold, but having been there before just gives such a confidence boost. The last time we 

visited was in 2005 when the footbridge joining Canna with its neighbour Sanday had been washed 

away during a winter storm, so it was only possible to cross +-1hr Low Water. The bridge has since 

been replaced. The main harbour offers good shelter in settled conditions apart from Easterly winds. 

However in a blow it would be wise to dry out on the sand in the inner lagoon and camp ashore on 

Sanday. We stayed on board at anchor enjoying the peace and quiet and watching a couple more 

yachts arriving during the evening. 

We had a lovely peaceful, if chilly night and were glad of our four season sleeping bags. The light 

breeze picks up and by morning it seems a little fresher.  
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Canna to South Uist  

Tuesday 19th May 

Ullapool HW 0327 LW 0952 HW 1616 

South Going stream across the Minch changing around 1200hrs maximum 0.5knot 

Shipping Forecast 0520hrs 

Low Hebrides, slow moving and filling 

Malin and South Hebrides SW 3-4 increasing 5 at times 

North Hebrides NE 4/5 veering SE 3-4 

Inshore Waters forecast 

Ardnamurchan to Cape Wrath 

S3-4 4-5 later 

Showers slow moving, 11°C 

We are getting used to waking up in good time to get the shipping and inshore waters forecast. Of 

course it’s essential to write it down – trying to remember later is no good. The forecast was good, 

we were in the perfect position for a Minch crossing, and everything seemed to be coming together.  

The bearing from the Western tip of Canna to Loch Boisdale was 285°. If this was too hard on the 

wind then Loch Skiport was the alternative at 310° with the entrance being marked by Usinish 

Light House. It’s about 25 miles across the Minch here, so it should take about 5 hours if we can 

make a decent speed. 

The disadvantage of our luxurious square tent with its extra headroom (at least compared to 

crouching in our mark 1 boom tent) is that it all takes quite a bit longer to pack away. We made up 

some rolls, filled a flask and get everything ready for the sea. It is another cool morning and we 

need all our layers and waterproofs. We also put on our harnesses and rig lifelines ready to clip on. 

With the jib and a tentative reef we lift the anchor & sail off at 0900hrs. We want to log our passage 

with the coastguard but the hand held VHF radio does not have the reach. We sail round one of the 

anchored yachts and call to a crew member enjoying a coffee on deck. He is happy to relay our call 

to the Coastguard and wishes us well. As we clear the harbour entrance there is plenty of wind, 

certainly F5. Since we are going to be on a fine reach we take in the 2
nd

 reef – we don’t need to be 

hanging on to the toes straps all the way across the Minch. 

 

Leaving Canna entrance 
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Canna North Coast 

Turning West along the North side of Canna the cliffs rise dramatically almost sheer up from the 

sea. The wind is a bit fluky so we move a little further North out of the wind shadow of the island. 

Finally we start to clear Canna and Septimus starts to work through the waves of the open sea. From 

time to time we take some spray on board, but nothing too solid and Clare is very good at fending 

most of it off. The bailers take care of what does come aboard no problem. Sadly the visibility is a 

little poor. Yesterday as we came past Rhum we could clearly see the hills on South Uist, but today 

nothing. 

Steering the course is quite tricky, the odd big wave forces Bob to steer around it and without an 

object on the horizon he is relying on the tell tails on the jib and the wind angle, making an 

occasional check against the compass. Clare powers up the GPS to check we are on track, which we 

are, speed is about 5knots. 

1130hrs Canna is starting to disappear behind us, to the North East we have the mountains on Skye 

and now on the horizon ahead the hills of South Uist are just starting to emerge. Clare thinks she 

can see another sailing boat is to the South of our track, otherwise just the waves for company. 
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Leaving Canna behind 

1300hrs now the hills are becoming clearer but it is difficult to identify Loch Boisdale. The angle of 

approach seems a little acute, but it looks like we need to harden up a little. It is time for a GPS 

check. 

1400hrs Loch Boisdale starts to open up in front of us, so far the starboard hand buoy is not visible, 

but the GPS confirms our approach. A couple of yachts cross our path at right angles heading north 

up the Outer Hebrides. Clare identifies the first channel marker with a shout and eventually we start 

to pick up a lee from the Southern shore of the loch and the sea flattens. The breeze however does 

not let up, if anything it freshens slightly and we approach the village and the pier at some speed. 

Options for mooring are not encouraging. The main visitor’s buoys are very open and exposed; 

there are some small boat moorings in the corner of the loch – but still lacking shelter. We pick up a 

vacant buoy to take stock and have a somewhat late lunch. 

This is it, we have made it. 
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Loch Boisdale harbour and ferry pier 

We want to get ashore so we survey the options whilst drinking tea (always the best way to make 

decisions). There is a small harbour but it seems to be very much on a lee shore. The shore to 

windward is rocky. Even if we could leave the boat close enough the prospect of wading ashore and 

clambering over the rocks and the barbed wire fence is not appealing. On the other hand the small 

harbour has a decent looking quay but the fresh breeze is blowing straight onto it. We might be able 

to get alongside but would be able to row off? We opt for the quay; there is a RIB fishing boat 

already moored there which we come in alongside. The RIB owner magically appears on the quay 

above our heads and assures us that we will stay afloat at low water and we are welcome to stay 

there overnight. A few minutes later we are tied up, remarkably the high walls seem to be deflecting 

the breeze and it is pretty sheltered. 
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Mooring on the quay 

Ashore we made use of the public showers on the quay and have a great meal at the hotel to 

celebrate making it to the Outer Hebrides. From the Hotel restaurant we have a fantastic view up the 

Loch and watch a familiar looking large ketch beating in. A little later her crew arrives at the Hotel. 
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We last saw them 2 days ago in Tobermory where we had been fairly non-committal about our 

plans. They were pretty surprised to find us in Loch Boisdale! We were enjoying the camaraderie of 

other cruising yachts and the mutual respect among all boats sailing these waters however large or 

small. We also find generally that Septimus Fry, a woodie, causes more people to stop and chat, and 

admire, than our previous GRP boats. 

As we have now achieved what we set out to do, we are excited but a bit non-plussed as to what our 

next move should be. We didn’t have any specific plans for exploring the Islands but lists of places 

that we had read about and wanted to visit, Castle Bay on Barra, the winding channels of 

Benbecula, the infamous Sound of Harris. Successful cruising is a balance of meticulous planning 

and flexibility depending on conditions and at this point we are a bit out of balance. 

South Uist to North Uist  

Wednesday 20th May 

 

Shipping forecast 0520hrs 

General situation a ridge of high pressure over England bring strong SW winds on Friday 

Hebrides; Cyclonic 4/5 6 at times 

Inshore Waters Forecast (including Outer Hebrides)  

S 4/5 decreasing 3 at times, Showers, 11°C. 

 

This was further backed up by the forecast posted at the Tourist Information office that gave 14mph 

for Wednesday and Thursday and strong winds at the weekend. 

We wake to almost identical conditions to yesterday with a cool, brisk wind from the South. It does 

not take much to persuade us to head north. We have several options depending how far we want to 

sail. But with good prospects for getting some miles in we decide on Loch Maddy about 30 miles 

away on North Uist. 

0930 and we leave Loch Boisdale and turn north onto a run. We are making good speed and settle to 

enjoy a great sail with fantastic views. Using the OS map and the chart we follow the coast 

identifying peaks, entrances, islands and small headlands. Our fireside study of pilot books is 

coming to life. South Uist rolls by, dramatic, rocky and mountainous, dominated by Beinn Mohor 

(620m) and Heclar (606m). The topography then changes completely to the low lying, more water 

than land, island of Benbecula (though it is linked to its neighbours North and South Uist by bridges 

& causeways). We close the coast a little to try & pick out the inlets and channels that weave around 

the islets, rocky outcrops and sand. It is very tempting to venture in and explore this intriguing area 

but we decide to press on. 
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South Uist coastline 

We are still bowling along on a run / broad reach, we are able to have our flask and sandwiches 

quite comfortably & even debate getting the stove out to have another brew. By mid afternoon we 

spot the entrance to Loch Maddy, there is a distinctive off-lying rock that we are gradually closing. 

We turn inside it and leave behind the rather lumpy waters of the Minch. On the wind now and it is 

still a little fresh and we beat up the open Loch nominally keeping to the marked channel. 

 

Loch Maddy entrance 

Approaching the ferry pier and visitor moorings and it is all very open and not very Wayfarer 

friendly. The loch is scattered with islands but is shallow away from the main channel, a wonderful 
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area for dinghies and canoes. The chart shows a small jetty behind Oronsay Island and we weave 

our way round the narrow channels dodging some skerries and a fish cage, until we reach a wider 

lagoon-like section with the small stone jetty and a few buoyed moorings. We tie up on an empty 

one and a few minutes later a fisherman stops alongside in his dinghy. We have a chat about where 

we have come from and he assures us that we can stay on the mooring as the owners are away and 

generously brings us a dinghy to use while we’re there. This is great as we can get ashore easily 

leaving Septimus safely swinging on the mooring. It is a beautiful setting, tucked away from the 

open loch and well sheltered, probably inaccessible at low tide to most boats.  

 

Small boat harbour 

 

Dinghy on loan 
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Once ashore we make for the village, the shop has a moderate selection and then onto the Hotel. 

The Hotel was disappointing after the high standard of Loch Boisdale.. Their shower room is out of 

action and we have a rather indifferent beer and very average meal. However things improve 

afterwards, strolling back to the boat we stop at the Tigh Dearg Hotel, they offer us fabulous free 

showers and an excellent beer in their bar – just too bad we had not gone there first. 

 

Loch Maddy 

North Uist to Skye  

Thursday 21st May 

Shipping forecast 0520hrs 

General situation ridge high pressure bringing strong winds Friday pm 

Hebrides cyclonic 4/5 

Inshore Waters  

Ardnamurchan to Cape Wrath SW 3-4 showers 
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Passage planning 

We’re still not quite sure why we decided to head back to the mainland so soon. We had barely 

touched the islands and after 4 big sails an easy day perhaps in Sound of Harris would have been 

nice. The difficulties of returning across the Minch are in the back of our minds, there was a good 

forecast for crossing back to Skye so that’s where we decided to go.  

Initially the choice was between Dunvegan and rounding Waternish Point to Loch Snizort or Loch 

Greshornish. Dunvegan looked by far the most interesting destination as well as being closer. 

We rowed ashore to the stone Quay, filled up with water and returned our borrowed dinghy. Then 

up sails and we were off to cross the Minch to Skye. The Minch is much narrower here, about 15 

miles to Dunvegan Head.  Then perhaps a further 5 miles up the Loch to an anchorage. 

The breeze out of Loch Maddy was fairly brisk but as we left the land behind it faded, eventually 

we stirred ourselves to shake out the reef. In the near distance a naval ship was on manoeuvres – 

looking for submarines? For a time it was heading straight for us, and peeled off before we got 

worried enough to call them up on VHF. This time we could see Dunvegan and Waternish from 

Loch Maddy, so keeping a course was much simpler. 

 

Loch Dunvegan 

As Dunvegan closed the breeze picked up and so the reef went back in. Once round the head we 

were into smooth water and we hardened up and stood in fairly close to the shore line. 

The pilot marks several anchorages at the top of Loch Dunvegan we tucked in behind Eilean Dubh 

and had the tent up just as the rain started.   
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Loch Dunvegan, Skye 

Friday 22nd May  

Forecast Inshore Waters 0520 

SW backing SE increasing 5-7 for a time 

Marinecall North Uist 0600 

F3-4 Heavy Rain showers, 11 °C 

Outlook SSW 4/5 increasing 6/7 

We woke to steady rain on the tent and a forecast that did not encourage us. We decided to start by 

sailing over to Dunvegan Village and then look for another anchorage hopefully more sheltered. 

As we sailed up the loch, the weather improved, the rain eased and yes it started to look a little 

brighter. Approaching the village of Dunvegan we debated our options for getting ashore. The wind 

was light and it was close to low water. There was a substantial stone quay – but coming alongside 

looked treacherous. We picked up a mooring, stowed sails and then rowed over to a rather rocky 

piece of beach. Fortunately there was a dinghy trot line and Bob was able to tie onto that while 

Clare waded a couple of metres ashore and then clambered over the very slippery rocks. 

Bob tidied up the boat took the opportunity to do a bit of maintenance. The webbing pads on the 

mast gate had slipped and these needed re-positioning and the tent bridle also required adjustment. 

Clare in turn picked up fresh supplies in the village with its baker and couple of general stores. 

Water and rubbish bins were available on the stone quay. Once back aboard we rowed out to 

mooring for lunch and to consider our plans. 

Options for progress were not good. We had two big headlands to round going north (clockwise 

round Skye) – Waternish and Rubha Hunish – and spring tides were now prevailing. Added to 

which it was 40 miles to the first decent shelter on Rona. It was an easy decision to stay in Loch 

Dunvegan. A little north of the village past the Castle looked promising. The OS map showed mud 

drying and a semi ring of rocks and islands should make it fairly sheltered. So off we went. 

 

              

Dunvegan Castle     View from the tent 

From the water Dunvegan Castle looks fabulous, and we had a grand view of it. Our anchorage was 

well sheltered, and the weather continued to improve. There were masses of seals around and we 

enjoyed had a very pleasant evening with a fine meal & a bottle of wine on board. 
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Loch Dunvegan, Skye 

Saturday 23rd May 

Shipping forecast 0520 

SSE veering WSW 5-7 perhaps 8 squally showers 

Inshore forecast 

SE 4-5 increasing 5-7 veering WSW for a time 

Rain with squally showers. 

Although the night had been peaceful we were woken early at 4.00 am by the boat rocking to the 

chop that had been kicked up by a brisk breeze from the South. What we hoped would be a snug 

anchorage was obviously not going to be much good in a blow. 

We quickly stowed sleeping bags and got into sailing gear. High tide was due about 0600hrs and our 

options were distinctly limited. It was now raining heavily and a good F6 blowing. Leaving Loch 

Dunvegan was out of the question; Waternish Point to the East needed settled conditions to round it. 

The Minch also had little appeal in this weather! 

We listened to the forecast at 0520hrs and considered our position. Although in no immediate 

trouble the prospect of being on a very lively anchor all day did not appeal. High Water was 

imminent so if we were going to move now was the time. Looking around us there looked like some 

good patches of grass at the waters edge on the windward ashore 200m away. So a plan to beach the 

boat and pitch the land tent was made. 

We had paid a heavy price for not taking greater care to assess the forecast and our anchorage. We 

were exposed to the SW – just where the wind was coming from. 

We bundled the tent down into the boat and shortened up the anchor. The oars were ready shipped 

and we headed the short distance across the wind to the bank. As it was springs the tide was well 

above the stoney shore line and we were able to pull Septimus up onto the soft peat and grass, the 

boat was safe and we were glad to be on dry land. It was still pouring with rain, the land tent was 

pitched with speed and soon we were tucked inside in our sleeping bags. 

 

Safely ashore 

We spent the day in the tent, drinking tea, reading and debating when the rain would stop. By the 

evening things were brighter and we considered moving on the evening tide but decided to sit tight 

for the night and go on the early tide in the morning. 
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Sunday 24th May  

0600 Marinecall 

S F6-8 veering SW 4/5 later, Heavy Rain showers 

Outlook SW 3-4 inc 5 at times heavy showers 

We woke to wild weather. The loch was white with waves and spray and visibility was very poor 

with rain squalls driving through. We weren’t going anywhere. The tent was buckling in the wind 

and we rigged some extra guys with rocks to secure them. Another day stuck in the tent wasn’t 

appealing but we didn’t have much choice and we were glad that boat and crew were safe & off the 

water. A small cruiser on a normally sheltered mooring below the Castle was pitching and bucking 

violently.  In contrast yesterday now seems quite quiet. We were getting low on water so at some 

point we would have to make an expedition to the village. By late morning the rain had eased but it 

was still blowing hard, we get togged up to walk across the rough, tussocky ground to the road. 

Problem. We cannot walk to the road because we are on an island, albeit a very small one. We 

survey the channel separating us from the ‘mainland’, it is near low tide and we debate wading 

across. It is rocky, steep sided, probably quite deep, although not particularly wide. We reluctantly 

decide it would be foolish to attempt it and kick ourselves for not checking this out yesterday, we 

could have moved on the evening tide to somewhere with access to the road. Back at the tent we 

cook a hot lunch and wash up in sea water. We have tried to collect rain water but it hasn’t really 

worked. We save the last of our fresh water for an afternoon brew.  

 

High and dry 

Bob’s back is starting to rebel after 2 days cooped up in the land tent and we spend the afternoon 

exploring our little island, sorting out the boat and preparing for our get away at high tide. We have 

identified several previously rejected spots on the lee shore across the small bay that look possible 

to land and pull the boat up. As the tide creeps up we ease the Septimus off the grass and row 

cautiously into the rocky lagoon. The water is clear and we watch over the side for rocks. The tide is 

still rising as we beach her on the ‘mainland’ shore and settle her on new grass as the tide starts to 

fall. 

We are faced with another night wild camping in the land tent, Bob’s back is causing him some 

problems and we still need to get to the village for water. We throw a few things into the day sack 

and head towards the road. A kind young couple give us a lift for the couple of miles into Dunvegan 

where we book into the hotel and head to the bar. 
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Monday 25th / Tuesday 26th May 

Forecast 0600 Marinecall 

S F4, SW 5/6 later 

Heavy rain showers 

Outlook SSW 5-7 perhaps 8 

The forecast is still dreadful and our options beyond Dunvegan still involve a long exposed passage, 

notorious headlands (exacerbated by Spring tides) and no bolt holes. We decide to cut our losses, 

we have had a fantastic trip and got much further than we had hoped. After checking on ‘Septimus’ 

we spend the day exploring this remote and stunning area. 

 

Portree Harbour 

The following day we catch the school bus from Dunvegan to Portree, then a coach to Fort William 

and another on to Oban, it was a fantastic scenic tour but it took about 10 hours and highlighted the 

distance we had covered by sea. A quick turn around & we were soon back on the road heading 

north with car & trailer. After a night at the Dunvegan campsite we recover ‘Septimus’ on the 

morning tide.  

 

Portree 

A superb trip with great places and people. We will definitely be back; we hadn’t touched 

Benbecula, Barra or the Sound of Harris. Perhaps now that we have ‘done’ the Minch both ways we 

will take the boat out on the ferry out to reduce the uncertainty another time, but then nothing beats 

arriving in your own boat. Who knows? That’s for another year. 


